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PROLOGUE 

 

This tutorial was originally published and used along side an webinar tutorial.  The tutorial was record 

and upoaded to the Enginatics YouTube page. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOHsz3Pj-kE&t=2201s 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOHsz3Pj-kE&t=2201s
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Introduction – Hands-On EBS report writing for non-Developers 
 

Bring your laptop and join this hands-on workshop with the world's fastest reporting tool for Oracle E-

Business Suite.  This workshop is designed for EBS users who need to get data out of EBS and into 

Excel but have limited or no SQL skills.  

 

Our agenda for this this tutorial; 

 

Review Reporting options for EBS “out of the box” ______________________________________________ 4 

BI Publisher ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 4 

Application Express (APEX) ___________________________________________________________________________ 5 

Blitz Report _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 6 

Introduction and Getting started with Blitz Report _____________________________________________ 8 

Lesson 1 – Navigation _________________________________________________________________________________ 9 

Lesson 2 – Where is the data? _____________________________________________________________________ 10 

Lesson 3 – Development mode ____________________________________________________________________ 10 

Lesson 4 – Creating a simple data extract report _____________________________________________ 11 

Lesson 5 – Understanding basic SQL commands ______________________________________________ 11 

Lesson 6 – Run the report __________________________________________________________________________ 13 

Lesson 7 – Developer method for column selections __________________________________________ 13 

Lesson 8 – Use “templates” to allow users to select columns ________________________________ 14 

Lesson 9 – Adding selection parameters ________________________________________________________ 15 

Lesson 10 – Restricting Parameters – 2 options _______________________________________________ 17 

Lesson 11 – Adding report security ______________________________________________________________ 18 

Lesson 12 – Managing and tracking reports ___________________________________________________ 19 

Conclusion _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 19 
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Review Reporting options for EBS “out of the box”  

BI Publisher 

Technology: 

XML / BI publisher is a basic reporting solution that is provided with Oracle EBS. It's a good fit for 

formatted printed documents, but its usefulness has proven to be limited when used as an operational 

or ad-hoc reporting solution for EBS Users.  

 

There is little security and individual users have access to all EBS tables and data. 

 

Reports are created through a multi-step process, involving many different setup screens including: 

 

1) Create a SQL statement and data definition 

2) Create a format template 

3) Create a concurrent program 

4) Set up optional parameters and value sets 

5) Assign the concurrent program to make it available to the users 

 Pro: 

❏ XML / BI publisher comes free with Oracle EBS 

❏ Offers full flexibility to create printed documents for things like Purchase Orders, Sales Orders, 
etc. 

❏ Report data is real time from the EBS database 

Con: 

❏ Multiple steps involved to create a simple report 

❏ Time to create all the required setups for a single report is usually measured in days 

❏ Requires specialized development skills 

❏ Several navigation steps required to execute reports and get to the report output 

❏ Cannot create proper Excel XLXS format output 

❏ Is limited to 65 000 record per sheet 

❏ Standard “Excel like” output requires additional formatting (e.g. column width, auto filter, fixed 

column headings) 

❏ Not reliable data type attributes (dates and numeric text fields) 

❏ Slow because of XML output and frequently crashes in post processing for large datasets 

❏ No easy way for developers to find and access existing reports and SQLs 

❏ Many mouse clicks and not user friendly 

❏ No consistent global multi language functionality e.g. for reports, parameter names and column 

headers 

❏ No built-in SQL version control 
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Oracle Application Express (APEX) 

Technology: 

Apex is Oracle's license free, web-based development framework, which allows building html frontend 

applications with setup, database and PL/SQL skills only.  It is more of a development framework rather 

than a ready to use EBS reporting solution. 

 

Apex comes with code elements, which allow showing data in an HTML UI, such as 'interactive grids'. It 

does not provide native excel export functionality, but there are third party plugins that offer this. 

 

The installation is inside the EBS database server and a couple of companies have shown how to 

integrate it with Oracle EBS to achieve single sign-on and EBS OAF like look and feel for users. 

 

For use with EBS 12.2.x it is recommended to install a separate web server such as glassfish to avoid 

additional license cost for Oracle's WLS. 

 Pro: 

❏ Free 

❏ Full flexibility with regards to formatting options (as it is completely custom programming), e.g. 

to visualize data in HTML tables, graphs, dashboards 

❏ Robust and popular technology 

❏ Huge development community and many online resources 

Con: 

❏ Requires additional DBA skills to setup and maintain the APEX framework 

❏ Development framework, not an out of box EBS reporting solution 

❏ Requires custom setup/programming by a developer with APEX skills to create new reports 

❏ Data is available in HTML UI only, no native Excel export (CSV only, Excel export available 

through third party plugins) 

❏ HTML UI performance not suitable for large datasets 

❏ Comparatively long development and setup process to get from an SQL to an output in HTML 

UI 

❏ No build-in framework for parameter value and value set definitions 

❏ No built-in SQL version control 

❏ No multi language functionality 

❏ Requires individual grants for data and functions used in SQL, as APEX doesn't run as APPS 

database user for security reasons 
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Blitz Report 

Technology: 

Blitz Report is coded as an Oracle EBS custom extension and is completely integrated with the E-

Business Suite.  The user interface is a custom form installed in the standard EBS navigation menu.  It 

includes an admin window to setup and maintain reports by IT staff as well as a simplified window for 

business users to access and run reports. 

 

Blitz Reports execute and runs reports as EBS background concurrent processes.  It generates output 

files in native Excel format (including data types and spacing) and these files are automatically set to 

the end user when the background process finishes.  

 

This level on integration makes Blitz Report look like an Oracle standard product.  

 Pro: 

❏ Free version available 

❏ Integrated with EBS to look like Oracle standard products, so users can quickly access it from 

within the EBS, and use it without training 

❏ Requires just one mouse click to run a report and get to the output file 

❏ Produces output files in real native Excel format with up to 1,048,575 records (different to BI 

Publisher for example, which does not do native Excel output and has a limit of 65,536 records) 

❏ Produces properly formatted Excel output (column width, auto filter, fixed heading row) 

❏ Very fast. The fastest EBS to Excel reporting solution on the market. Up to 30000 times faster 

than Excel4apps 

❏ Allows creation and modification of new reports in few seconds by just entering a SQL 

❏ Can automatically load and run existing BI Publisher reports 

❏ Can automatically load and run existing Discoverer reports 

❏ Allows dynamic SQL generation so developers end up with fewer, more versatile and easier 

maintainable reports 

❏ Allows multiple value parameter report selections 

❏ Allows parameter selections by copying and pasting values from an Excel sheet 

❏ Supports setup of dependent parameters 

❏ Good value at $10 US per user/month, better value free version (limited to 30 reports) 

❏ Has an open source online report Library with a growing community of EBS specialists 

contributing their SQL 

❏ Has automated export and import functionality e.g. to migrate report definitions between 

environments or to download new report definitions from the online library and load them 

automatically into Blitz Report 

❏ Leverages EBS security for report and data access 

❏ Provides global multi-language functionality e.g. to use the same SQLs for different country 

organizations in local language. 
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Con: 

❏ Cannot include additional graphs, pivot analysis etc. automatically in the Excel output.  

(It’s on our roadmap for future release) 

Dashboard requirements however can easily be covered using Blitz Report as a data source for 

other tools like Power BI, Tableau, Qlik Sense 

❏ Does not offer many formatting options for document printing 

❏ Cannot (yet) do master detail drilldowns 

Summary: 

With Blitz Report, the strengths are in its simplicity, flexibility, performance and integration with the EBS 

forms UI, providing the best and most integrated user experience. 

 

It is by far the fastest EBS reporting solution on the market, several thousand times quicker than other 

products.  

 

Integrates well with other products such as BI Publisher, Discoverer, Power BI, Tableau and Qlik 

Sense. 
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Introduction and Getting started with Blitz Report 

Connecting and signing onto Enginatics demonstration system 

 

To get started you will need a copy of the Blitz Report software, and we provide this completely free 

under 2 Options: 

1) We provide full open access to this reporting solution online here: 

http://demo.enginatics.com/OA_HTML/AppsLocalLogin.jsp 

 

2) Download and install a free copy of the software to use in your own test or dev environment 

here: https://www.enginatics.com/download/ 

Installation guide: https://www.enginatics.com/installation-guide/ 

We also provide installation and training support for free with POC download above. 

 

Today we will be using the online vision instance provided by Oracle for our hands on practice. 

 

Sign in: 

Click on the link above, or go to www.engintics.com and select “Demo Login” from the top toolbar. 

 

Login: 

Login using the “developer” credentials: 

Username: oatug 

Password: blitz 

 

If you would like to see the “end-user” experience, use these credentials: 

Username: user 

Password: blitz 

 

 

Select the “Blitz Report" function 

NOTE: If you are using the Chrome browser, the system may ask you to confirm the download and 

opening of a .jnpl file. 

 

You will now see the JAVA logo on the toolbar ( the “steaming coffee cup”)  Click on this logo to launch 

the Oracle session. 

  

http://demo.enginatics.com/OA_HTML/AppsLocalLogin.jsp
https://www.enginatics.com/download/
https://www.enginatics.com/installation-guide/
http://www.engintics.com/
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Launch Blitz Report: 

 

We add the Blitz Report menu item in every responsibility during the installation process.  We feel this 

is a convenience to new client’s so Blitz Report is ready for all users. 

 

Select the Blitz Report menu option by double clicking that menu item.   

 

You will be presented search screen displaying a list of reports that this particular user (Developer in 

this case) is authorized to run.  Because you are a developer, you will see and have access to all 

reports during this training session,   

 

Close the list of reports to be returned to the base “Blitz Reports” form. 

 

Lesson 1 – Navigation 

We have engaged a “double click” trigger throughout the Blitz Report solution.  If you want to see the 

full list of reports again, simply double click the white “Search” text box at the top of the form. 

 

Once the report list appears, you will notice the “%” sign is already in the search box.   

 

DO NOT click inside the search window.  Simply start typing your inquiry and the form will start the 

filtering and displaying reports that match your search criteria. 

 

Example: typing “ap suppliers” will bring up a list of all supplier related reports. 

 

TIP: If you are using the online demo system, you will see many “draft” reports. These are demo 

reports that others have created or imported and are not part of the standard, seeded that are 

shipping with each new Blitz Report installation. 
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Lesson 2 – Where is the data? 

Data in Oracle is organized inside the database in “tables”, “rows” and “columns”.  Each table 

represents a specific type of data and within each table, the data is stored in “rows” which somewhat 

similar to “records” in a file.   Each row in table is organized with a series of columns that represents 

unique properties of a table.   

 

As an example, a table named “ap_suppliers” contains a row for each supplier.  Each supplier row 

holds information about an individual supplier and the each row has columns to store the properties of a 

supplier such as company name, address information, phone number, website, etc. 

 

To see all tables in Oracle EBS, you can use this SQL: 

 

select * from all_tables 

 

Once you run this report, Blitz Report will return the results in and Excel file.  You can search for the 

table name you want to report from using the “find” function or column filters.   

 

There are over 25 000 tables in Oracle EBS, so to be sure you are using the correct one.  If you are 

unsure, you may want to ask your DBA or a developer for some guidance. 

Lesson 3 – Development mode 

To create a report, you must have access to the Blitz Report “Setup” option.  If you are using the 

OATUG sign-in the Blitz Report developer privileges were preassigned so their will be a button labelled 

“Setup” on each reporting parameter screen. 

 

TIP:  For users without Blitz Report developer privileges, the “SETUP” button is not on the 

screen. 

 

Choose any report from the list.  When the parameters selection screen is displayed, use the “SETUP” 

button to change to developer mode. 

 

Report > AP suppliers > Select SETUP button. 

 

The report setup/development screen is a multi-tabbed environment and the first tab displayed is 

always the SQL statements. 

 

Let’s start with a brand-new report.  To create a New report, use File > New from the toolbar to open an 

empty form. 
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Lesson 4 – Creating a simple data extract report 

 

In the “SQL” tab, we will write the commands to tell the system the data we wish to extract 

This is what the basic command looks like: 

 

select 

* 

from 

ap_suppliers asu 

where 

1=1 

 

Lesson 5 – Understanding basic SQL commands 

Let’s examine the parts of this simple SQL: 

 

select  

This is a COMMAND and tells the system that we are going to ask for data from a table 

 

*  (the asterisk)  

Tells what column data we want from that table. “*” is a default for “all columns of data” 

 

from  

This is a COMMAND that tells the system we are about to name the table(s) we are getting data from 

 

ap_suppliers asu 

This one statement and each term has specific meaning.   

• the term “ap_suppliers” is Oracle name for the table that contains information about suppliers. 

• the term “asu” is a table alias.  This allows us to reference the table within the query without 

needing to write the table name each time. 

 

You need to know this proper name for any table you wanted to use in your query but you can choose 

your own alias if you want to use one.  There are some standards for table alias that are used by 

convention, so we’d suggest researching these to help make your SQL more readable by others. 

 

Some other basic tables names are: 

ra_customers - Customers 

pa_projects_all – Projects 

mtl_system_items_b – Inventory Items 
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where 

Sometimes, you just want specific data from your table to complete your analysis.  We get the data by 

specifying the conditions that the column or columns must meet for the row to be selected.  All 

statements that follow the “WHERE” clause are expressed as a mathematical formula that resolves to a 

“True” statement. 

 

1=1  

Typically a “where” clause would spell the table name (or alias) and column name and then the 

conditions that we want to apply to each row to be selected.  As an example, if we want to view all the 

suppliers that are within a specific country, we might use this condition; 

 

WHERE 

 asu.country = “USA”   /* this is just an example 

 

 (Note the table_alias.column_name format) 

 

 

In Blitz Report, use “Dynamic SQL” so we can design reports that ask the end-users to select from a 

set of parameters to be considered as part of the “WHERE” condition. Those parameters need to be 

inserted into the reports before is sent to the database to execute the query.    

 

To make sure that the end-users parameters are inserted into the “where” clause in the correct spot, 

developers need to use a “placeholder”. As a matter of consistency, we suggest including a “where  

1=1” as a placeholder in each of your Blitz Reports even if you are not using parameters.  It will make 

adding them later much easier. 

 

FAQ:  Why do you use the term “1=1”?  Each “where” clause is a logical expression and must 

resolve as a “true” statement for each row of the report.  So obviously the term “1=1” would be 

true for each record – or any record for that matter! 
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Lesson 6 – Run the report 

Press “Run” button to execute the SQL on the Oracle EBS server.   The database will collect the 

records that match the report and return them to you in Excel.  In our example, all the records from the 

entire “ap_suppliers” file will be included in the Excel file. 

 

TIP:  You can use the shortcut keys ALT-R to run the report from the keyboard. 

 

Exercise:  

Change the table name to one of the previously mentioned master file tables such as “ra_customers” 

and rerun the report and note the changes. 

 

Be sure to change the table name back to ap_suppliers before going to Lesson 7. 

 

 

Lesson 7 – Developer method for column selections 

So far, we have created a report that selects the entire contents of the specified table into an Excel file. 

 

We could also selectively export only part of the table by replacing the “*” with the exact column names 

we want to export. 

 

Let’s go back to our report, and replace the “*” with the following columns: 

Vendor_ID 

Vendor_Name 

Segment1 

Creation_Date 

 

TIP:  Columns must have a comma between each name to separate them.  Inserting a comma 

after the last column name will generate a syntax error.  It’s a common mistake so if you are 

getting a syntax error when you run the report, double check. 

 

Now run the report and see the output. 
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Lesson 8 – Use column “templates” to allow users to 

customize output 

Sometimes, end users don’t need ALL of the columns from a table on their report.  They just need the 

information in 4 or 5 specific columns.  Blitz Report has a unique feature that allows users to select a 

subset of columns that they want to appear on their version of the report, and this column selection can 

even be saved as a template for re-use next time. 

 

To understand how templates work, use our base report and again replace the 4 lines of selected 

columns with the “*” and press RUN. 

  

This will provide an Excel file with all the columns of the ap_suppliers table. 

 

Now let’s return to the RUN screen, but this time click on “Options” field.  This will launch a sub-form 

with a field titled “Template”. 

 

Use the “NEW” button on the right side of the “Template” field. 

 

You will see all the columns of the “ap_suppliers” table on the right-hand side of the selection screen. 

 

Press “Hide All” button to remove all displayed columns 

 

Now double click on the same 4 column names: 

● Vendor ID 

● Vendor Name 

● Segment1 

● Creation Date 

 

As you double-click, each selected column should move to the right side of the screen.  You could also 

use “multi select” mode using the “SHIFT” or “CTRL” Ctrl keys to select multiple columns. 

 

Use the on-screen arrows to change the order of the columns so “Segment1” is at the top in the first 

position. 

 

Blitz Report templates are stored and referenced by name.  Each new template in Blitz Report is given 

the default name “New Template” +  today's date and time, so reports templates created on Jan 1 at 

12:00 are named 

 New Template 2020-01-01 12:00 

 

Templates can be shared with other uses, so we suggest giving each template a more descriptive that 

describes the content and use.   
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Each template can also have a description field, so you can add a more detailed account of the “use-

case” for each template (“Displays suppliers with no purchases as of fiscal year”) and perhaps even a 

history of changes 

 

Finally, review the template’s “PUBLIC” flag.  Check this “ON” if you wish to allow others to see and use 

(but not change) your template 

 

Now “CLOSE” the template screen and “RUN” your report. 

 

 

TIP:  

Blitz Report templates are a great way to minimize the number of reports that developers must create 

and maintain within an organization.  A developer can create a report master with all the columns 

available and then each user can tailor the output to their specific requirements without the need to re-

engage the development team. 

Lesson 9 – Adding selection parameters 

Adding parameters to our report will allow you to filter the records that match your requirements. 

 

Using our AP suppliers report, let’s review the “Parameters” tab.  This is where we can customize the 

report to allow users to specify the information they are looking for. 

 

In SQL, a parameter has 2 parts 

- Parameter name 

- “where” clause 

 

If you recall in lesson 5, we indicated that we have already included the “where” clause in the SQL 

statement, along with the “1=1” placeholder or anchor which tells the system where to insert these 

parameters should be placed.  

 

Let’s create a parameter to select by “Supplier Number”  

 

Blitz Report gives us the option of manually creating the conditions to specify the selection of the 

supplier number.  This can be tedious, time consuming and error prone for new users. In Blitz Report, if 

know that a condition is fairly common and used on other reports, we can simply lookup those 

conditions and copy them into our new report – faster, easier and far less error prone. 

 

To copy the parameters from another report, simply; 

 

1) Double-click on the parameter field, which brings of the “search” form 

2) Type the parameter name you are looking for – in this case “supplier” 

3) The search form will display a list of all reports that include a parameter with the search term – 

“supplier”  
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4) Select the entry from the search list that matches your report’s parameter requirement 

 

Before running the report, lets select a specific vendor; 

 

• Double-click on the “Supplier Number” field to bring up a “List of Values” or LOV 

• Select a vendor from the list 

• Run the report 

 

But what if you want multiple vendors? 

• Run the report a second time 

• Check the “Multi-Select” button, to allows you to add multiple vendors from the LOV 

o You will need to “double-click” in the parameter field for each vendor select 

 

TIP:  When a Blitz Report is run, a copy of the completed SQL is always included with the Excel 

file.  Check the second table in the Excel file to see the parameters and selected values and the 

completed SQL statement. 
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Lesson 10 – Restricting Parameters – 2 options 

To ensure a report has meaningful information, sometimes we must ensure that a parameter has actual 

data in the field or data that is within a certain range. 

 

Using our AP_Suppliers report, let’s allow users to search from vendors that were created in the system 

within a date range.  We will need to create two parameters for these values; 

• Creation Date From 

• Creation Date To 

 

The supplier creation date is a fairly popular reporting parameter, so let’s use the search function to see 

if we can copy these parameter from another report. 

 

• Double-click in the parameter field to bring up the “Search” form 

• Enter the term “creation date” to display all the reports with this field 

• There may not be one specifically for the “ap_suppliers”, however, as “date selection” is 

a common parameter, we can select a date selection parameter from any report.  

 

TIP: Each parameter references the underlying table.column name, so if we are copying 

from a reports that is not using the ap_supplier table, we must be sure to change the table 

name or the alias and column name used in our report SQL.  In this case the ap_supplier is 

using the alias “asu”. 

 

Run the report without selecting any parameters to ensure we haven’t introduced any errors. 

 

Return to the “Setup > Parameters” screen and make the “Supplier Number” parameter “Required”.  

Notice this changes color of the parameter’s value field to “yellow”, which indicates that is a required 

parameter. 

 

Now “RUN” the report again without entering the supplier number.  You will receive an error message. 

 

Now that we understand how “Required” parameters work, let’s go back to setup and remove the 

“Required flag” on the Supplier number parameter. 

 

Next, click on the “REQUIRED” button itself and select “Default at least one parameter”. This is a 

special feature that will automatically generate the code needed to ensure that the user cannot leave 

BOTH the supplier number and the dates empty 

 

To help the end-user understand the error and what they need to do, add a message that the system 

will display if they try to run this report without entering any parameters. 

 

Run the report again with a Creation date from 01/01/2006.  
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Lesson 11 – Adding report security 

Blitz Report is tightly integrated with the Oracle EBS Security model.  As mentioned earlier the “Blitz 

Report” menu option is automatically added to each “Responsibility Group” as part of the installation 

process.  At the individual report level, the security of each Blitz Report can be tailored to the members 

of your organization. 

 

Using our “AP_Suppliers” report, enter the “SETUP” mode and select the “ASSIGNMENTS” tab.  This 

is where we assigned authority to run the report using your existing EBS security categories. 

 

Notice that the first column of the Assignments grid is to “Include / Exclude”, making it easy to manage 

and fine-tune report access. 

 

The LEVEL column allows you to select the security level that run this report, and has various choices 

from: 

 

• Site: Anyone on this site can run the report. This is great for reports like our seeded Blocking 

Sessions report so users can simply see for themselves who may be blocking a session. 

 

• Application: Anyone with responsibility access to a specific application (Payroll, Payables, etc.) 

 

• Operating Unit: Anyone in a specific Operating unit 

 

TIP: f report data should be restricted by Operating unit, make this a parameter with the 

“Mandatory” flag set so users can only select their authorized operating units) 

 

• Request Group – Oracle’s own standard security option 

 

• Responsibility – As defined within the Oracle responsibilities 

 

• User – To assign to a specific user, for example while in testing phase. 
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Lesson 12 – Managing and tracking reports 

Blitz Report was designed to be a central repository for all SQL reports within an organization.  To 

support this objective, Blitz Report includes two important features; 

 

• Automatic Version control with rollback – each time a change is made to a report’s SQL 

statements and the report is run, a copy of the reports is automatically saved by the system 

• Change Management – For those organizations that have implemented a rigorous “Change 

Management” process, the change management system attributes such as ticket number, 

requester, description, etc can be stored with the Blitz Report version control 

 

Conclusion 

We’ve started with a very simple report that lists all AP_Suppliers and have then modified the report to 

allow an end user to select a specific supplier or all suppliers within a date range – and we completed 

this without needing any specialized “developer” knowledge. 

 

Of course, the best way to experience and understand the power of Blitz Report is to download and 

install your own copy and experiment with your own database and we are here to help. 

 

We offer a 90-day, full access “Proof of Concept” (POC) license and at the end of the POC, the license 

reverts to our “Free” license.  The “Free” license allows unlimited users, but you are restricted to just 30 

active reports. 

 

 

 


